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ESTABLISHING VERBAL BEHAVIOR: THE EFFECTS
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Terry Steven Bradford, M.A.
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The present study tested a procedure to establish vocal mands in a 47year-old non-verbal male with Down's syndrome and manually signed mands
in a 64-year-old severely retarded female who was physically incapable
of speech.

In a multiple baseline design across subjects and settings,

subjects were taught to complete four behavioral sequences.
blishing operation was then introduced:

An esta

an item required to complete

each sequence was systematically removed once as a probe for manding.
Following th is , relevant establishing operations were paired with imi
tative prompts to train manding missing items.

Following mastery of

a ll mands during booster tra in in g , subjects were tested for the pre
sence of tacting.

The male subject learned 20 vocal mands and demon

strated 16 tacts.

The female learned 21 mands and demonstrated 7 tacts-.

Three conclusions were presented and discussed.
is not necessary before mand training.
strated without direct trainin g.

F irs t, tact training

Second, tacts may be demon

Fin ally, the item need not be present

to teach manding.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Previous behavioral research has focused much attention on the
teaching of a rtic u la tio n , expressive and receptive language, and "func
tional speech" to pre-school and developmental^ disabled children
(Murdock, 1977; Stevens-Long and Rassmussen, 1974).

Pre-school c h il

dren have been successfully taught to do a ll of the above, including
naming items as example of "expressive" language.

Attempts to teach

"complex" speech to non-verbal subjects have been somewhat less suc
cessful; "complex" speech may be defined as speech which has many
seemingly inseparable parts.

There may be several reasons for this

lack of success.
F irs t, though the focus on training complex speech may be impor
tant for social and empirical reasons, the many definitions associated
with "complex language" lead to confusion in verbal tra in in g .1 Second,
though much language training and research has focused on teaching
subject's to im itate, then point to, touch, and name objects, complex
language is not purposefully taught and may or may not appear.

Third,

though a child's classroom demonstrations of im itation and naming s k ills
may be reinforced by a teacher, those s k ills may not be reinforced by
members of the natural verbal community, and, thus-those s k ills do not
have much chance of being naturally maintained and improved.

A fourth

reason for the fa ilu re to teach complex speech may be that complex
speech is controlled by variables other than and in addition to those
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controlling the acquisition of naming and im itating.

The following

analysis of the controlling variables of speech relie s on Skinner's
(1957) classification of verbal behavior.
A Theoretical Case fo r Verbal Behavior
Skinner began with the basic assumption that language or verbal
learning is subject to the same principles that govern non-language
or non-verbal behavior.

In this scheme, there is only one feature of

verbal behavior that distinguishes i t from non-verbal behavior.

That

distinguishing feature is the nature of the stimuli that establish and
maintain i t .

Skinner defined verbal behavior as behavior that is es

tablished and strengthened through the behavior or mediation of rein
forcement by another person.

The mediator, or lis te n e r, must have had

the mediating response specifically trained in order to provide such
reinforcement.

This analysis is somewhat d iffe re n t from that provided

by trad ition al lin g u istic theorists who assume and defend the notion
that language is biologically based, intrapsychic in origin, and may
develop independent of variables external to the speaker (Chomsky,
1975).

The case where language which has not been trained "sponta

neously" appears may be a basic source of confusion for lin g u istic
theorists.

Differences of opinion between behaviorists and linguists

revolve around the origin and nature of this spontaneous or "genera
tive" language (Chomsky, 1959; Powel and S t i l l , 1979: Richelle, 1976).2
Linguistic analysts state that i t is a natural, internal process and
that l i t t l e can be done to a lte r d e fic its in generative language pro
duction.

On the other hand, behavioral theorists have been more
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optimistic and have contributed to a growing, log ically derived, empi
ric a lly validated technology of generalization (Johnston, 1979; Stokes
and Baer, 1977) and verbal response generation (Michael, 1978; Peter
son, 1979).
Early Attempts at Generating Complex Verbal Behavior
Earlier behavioral researchers have taken an approach d ifferen t
from the ling uistic model and have empirically demonstrated that en
vironmental factors do control verbal behavior and generative instances
of verbal behavior (Risley and Wolf, 1967; Hart and Risley, 1975).
As an attempt to establish "generative speech", a study (Risley
and Wolf, 1967) was conducted with an echolalic a u tis tic child.

The

child's parents took data on the high rate of shrieking and the echo
la lic chanting of requests or demands.

Punishment reduced the measur

ed strength of shrieking and crying but had no effe ct on chanting.

A

combination of b rie fly ignoring the chanting response, providing phys
ical and verbal imitation prompts, providing the item requested, and,
fin a lly , fading out physical and verbal prompts generated a decrease
in chanting and an increased rate of appropriate requests.

In addi

tio n , appropriate requesting rapidly generalized to many untrained
items, persons, and situations.
A follow-up study (Hart and Risley, 1975) described a procedure
used to establish and strengthen verbal requests with "disadvantaged"
pre-school children.

The procedure, called "incidental teaching", was

used to strengthen requests made in compound sentence form.

Incidental

teaching was described as the teacher observing the children making
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unconventional responses (e .g ., stretching toward or pointing at an
object, and crying), then probing and im itatively prompting the chi 1dren to request the item.
the requested item.

3

After requests were made the child received

While the teacher managed the incidental teach

ing procedure the children continued to learn verbal requests.

Unlike

the previous study, the response did not generalize to new language
trainers.

Interestingly, the new trainers were other children in the

classroom.

The authors indicated a correlation between level of en

thusiasm and success or fa ilu re to learn requesting.

An alternative

speculation might be that the trainin g-child was not as capable at
providing the requested item to the trainee-child.

Another specula

tive possibility is that the trainin g-child did not react to the
trainee-child's unconventional responses or, simply, they did not help
the trainee when the trainee most wanted something.
These two research effo rts represent an empirical movement toward
a causal analysis of complex verbal behavior.

Their results indicate

that something more than a simple discriminative stimulus-responsereinforcement relationship might be in operation in establishing ver
bal behavior.

These same studies provide a basis for taking a closer

look at the events and relationships controlling the establishment of
verbal behavior.
Reanalysis of Some Units of Verbal Behavior
Behavioral theorists (Peterson, 1979; Skinner, 1957) have done a
fine-grained analysis of verbal behavior previously evaluated as "com
plex" or "generative."

As an example, requests, demands, and commands
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have been analyzed and relabelled as "mands."

The "mand" is a unit

of verbal behavior under the functional control of a specific state of
deprivation or aversive stimulation or an establishing operation.

The

mand is not under the control of a specific prior stimulus but is
strengthened by relevant characteristic reinforcement.

The mand may

name the characteristic reinforcer and may name the action to be taken
by the mediator (e .g ., "give me water").

In contrast to the mand, a

"tact" is defined as a verbal response, which is controlled by a prior
non-verbal stimulus and a variety of response-contingent reinforcers
in the presence of that stimulus (e .g ., i f a language learner sees a
car and says "donkey", reinforcement would usually not be provided,
but would be i f the learner had said "car").
Establishing Operation
Michael (1978; 1979) has further developed the concept and appli
cation of the establishing operation.

An establishing operation is

an environmental change which alters the value of some object or event
for some particular organism.

Food deprivation is an example of an

establishing operation as is aversive stimulation.

Establishing opera

tions also evoke the behavior which has in the past obtained that ob
je c t or event, thus food deprivation momentarily strengthens various
food seeking behaviors.

Less biologically relevant events also func

tion as establishing operations.

For example, when out of matches,

getting matches becomes more important as a source of reinforcement,
and we are more lik e ly to ask for matches then fo r an ashtray.
would not be appropriate, by d efin itio n , to call this situation
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It

6
deprivation, as matches do not seem to serve any basic physiological
requirements.

The establishing operation cannot accurately be called

discriminative stim uli, as neither the presence nor absence of matches
has set the occasion for the emission or reinforcement of the request
for a "match."^

A further empirical analysis of verbal training which

uses establishing operations might enhance language trainers's success
rate with non-verbal subjects such as severely retarded individuals.
Recent Research
Halle (1979) used an establishing operation, sim ilar to inciden
ta l teaching, to tra in verbal requesting (e .g ., "want tray , please")
with severely and profoundly retarded teenagers.
success were shown across subjects.

Varying degrees of

Because the tray loaded with

food was in view of the trainees, and may have worked as a supplemen
tary stimulus, this request form can not be described as a mand.

This

verbal form might be more accurately described as a mixed form of a
mand and a ta c t, which is under the control of a specific deprivation
state.

This analysis generates certain questions.

Can manding be

taught without the use of prior visual or verbal prompts?

Can mand

ing be taught to subjects without relying on establishing operations
lik e deprivation states or aversive stimulation, instead, relying on
establishing operations which are less biologically relevant?
Bell (1980) used an establishing operation, along with visual
stimuli and im itative prompts, to train echoic, ta c t, and mand re
sponses in "learning disabled" pre-school children.

This combination

of procedures was effective in generating substantial increases in
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single word echoic and tact responses and moderate gains in single
word mands.

Though the lack of r e lia b ilit y data and the lack of an

experimental design hinders the generality of the findings, the study
indicates questions for future research.

Can manding be taught by

elim inating, from view, a request item prior to the requesting of
that item?

I f the mand, ta c t, and echoic responses are interelated,

as indicated in this study, w ill mastery of one type of verbal re
sponse result in mastery of another type?
Hall (1979) used the establishing operation in a demonstration of
generative language training with two deaf, teenaged mentally retarded
students.

A notion derived from the traditional lin g u is tic model was

tested; that is , i f a student echoes a word or names an object, other
complex language w ill spontaneously emerge as generative instances
( i . e . , i f a student were taught to say or name "coffee", the request
for "coffee" would automatically emerge).

This study demonstrated

that mentally impaired students would not automatically produce gener
ative responses.

The study continued by d irec tly training manding

and analyzed the difference in transfer of stimulus control under imi
ta tiv e versus tact training conditions.

These two procedures were

about equal in strengthening manding.
Purpose
Some questions s t i l l remain.
to mand?

Can older, non-verbal subjects learn

Is i t possible to train manding a fter verbal im itation has

been mastered but before training tacting?
emergence of untrained tacts?

Will manding result in the

F in a lly , w ill training with requested
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items missing from view have a detrimental effect on learning to mand?
The present study helps to answer some of these questions by training
adult, non-verbal mentally retarded persons to im itate verbal responses,
perform a sequence or chain of behaviors and, then, to request items
not present through the use of establishing operations, verbal prompts,
and probes.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD
Sub;j ects
Three 'persons were selected as subjects based on a good attend
ance record, the absence of serious health d e fic its (though each dis
played various physical problems that may have interacted with the
training procedure), and a ready access to guardians for program re
view purposes.

Each subjects's participation was reviewed by several

human rights committees to help insure th e ir protection from possible
undesirable side effects, both prior to and continuing throughout the
course of the study.

All subjects also displayed a reasonably high

performance on an im itation s k ills test (S trie fe l, 1974) a fte r several
months of trainin g.

They had also fa ile d to learn complex verbal be

havior using other teaching procedures.

IQ test performance for a ll

subjects was at the low end of the severely mentally retarded range.
F in a lly , a ll subjects exhibited unconventional requests in natural
situations when establishing stimuli were introduced but none exhi
bited conventional requests nor object naming.
Subject 1 was a 47-year-old male with Down's syndrome but with no
behavior problems other than a low rate of vocal verbal interactions
and occasional instances of obstinent behavior.

He had lived with

his parents and siblings in a rural area a ll of his l i f e .

His verbal

repertoire was limited to "see the watch (or tra c to r)", and his dressi
9
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Subject
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-th e five hou

11
schedule.

The room contained a sink, lockers, and tables and chairs.
Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of four stations at which a ll mand tra in 
ing was conducted.

The coffee station was a ro llin g cart on which

were placed the following items:

a ja r of instant coffee, a disposa

ble cup, a thermos of hot water, a can of low fa t m ilk, a bowl of sugar
substitute, and a spoon.

The oatmeal station consisted of a disposa

ble bowl, a spoon, a packet of instant oatmeal, a can of low fa t m ilk,
a d iffe re n t thermos of hot water, and a bowl of sugar substitute on a
stationary table located in a corner opposite the coffee station.

The

handwashing station consisted of soap, lukewarm water from a tap, and
a towel at a sink in a corner opposite the previous stations.
toothbrushing station was at the same sink described above.

The
This sta

tion consisted of water from the tap, a toothbrush, a tube of tooth
paste, a towel, and a cup, a ll of which were placed on a small shelf
above the sink and below a mirror.
Response Definitions
Seven subject behaviors ( i . e . , mands, unconventional mands, gener
ative mands, tacts, verbal im itation, no verbal responses, and item use)
and six tra in e r behaviors ( i . e . , item use prompts, fixed-time limited
hold, mand probe and variable-time limited hold, variable-time ignoring,
im itative verbal prompts, and characteristic reinforcing) were recorded.
Unconventional mands were recorded because there was a po ssib ility that
training conventional manding would result in an increase in socially
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undesirable mand forms.

The six trainer behaviors were recorded to

ensure that they only occurred during the appropriate treatment phase
in the training setting.

Trainer behaviors were scored correct or

incorrect, depending on the condition in effect at the time.
Subject Behaviors
Mands.

Mands were defined as:

(a) correctly signed or vocalized

requests for an item missing from view, without verbal prompts or probes,
or (b) incorrect instances of signed or vocalized requests for miss
ing items.

For example, a subject might begin making coffee during a

session in which the cup was hidden.
the chain until the cup was needed.

The subject would progress through
I f the subject said or signed

5

the name of the object within 10 seconds a fte r using the previous item
the response was scored as a correct mand.

I f the subject had said or

signed the wrong name or done so a fte r the 10 second period had elapsed,
the response would have been scored as incorrect.
Unconventional mands.

Unconventional mands were scored when a

subject responded to an establishing operation by making non-understandable sounds, or pointing, or rocking in place.
Generative mands.

Generative mands were scored i f a subject made

a novel request, that is applied a previously learned sign or word to
a novel situation.

Signing "drink" in order to get the missing milk

to complete the oatmeal sequence was an example.
Tacts.

Tacts were defined as pointing at or touching or looking

in the general direction of an item and saying or signing the name of
the item, without verbal- prompts such as "This is a cup" or "Say cup"
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13
or "Touch the cup."
Verbal im itatio n .

Verbal imitation was defined as:

(a) correct

ly imitating a model, within 10 seconds a fte r a manually signed or
vocalized prompt was given, or (b) an instance of incorrectly im ita t
ing a sign or vocal model or im itating a fte r the 10 second period had
elapsed.
No verbal responses.

No verbal responses were defined as a sub

je c t not displaying conventional or unconventional, signed or vocal
ized verbal responses in the training setting.

Crying, pointing at

an item, or rocking in place were not examples in this catagory.
Item use.

Item use was defined as:

(a) independent use of an

item in a sequence, or (b) prompted use of an item in a sequence.
Trainer Behaviors
Item use prompts.

Item use prompts were defined as:

(a) touch

ing or physically guiding the subject through the use of a specific
item in a sequence, or (b) visually prompting item use by pointing at
or looking in the direction of an item.

Physical and visual prompts

were eliminated from the training setting prior to each subject's
baseline condition.
Fixed-time lim ited hold.

Fixed-time lim ited hold was defined as

waiting 10 seconds for a mand, a fte r a subject had used an item pre
vious to the missing item in a sequence.
Mand probe and variable-tim e limited hold.
ble-time limited hold was defined as:

Mand probe and varia-

(a) waiting 10 seconds a fte r a

subject had used an item previous to the missing item and had not
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verbally responded, (b) asking "What do you want?", and (c) waiting
u n til an average period of 10 seconds had elapsed.
Variable-time ignoring.

Variable-time ignoring was defined as:

(a) the train er turning away from the subject a fte r an incorrect or
generative mand, and (b) remaining in that position for an average
period of 5 seconds.
Im itative verbal prompts.
as:

Im itative verbal prompts were defined

(a) waiting the correct period a fte r an incorrect response or no

verbal response, and (b) saying (or signing) "Say (or do) t h i s . . . " ,
followed by the name of the item.
Characteristic reinforcing.
fined as:

Characteristic reinforcing was de

(a) a subject correctly manding, (b) the tra in e r immediate

ly providing the manded item, and (c) not praising or otherwise so
c ia lly reinforcing the subject's manding.
Data Collection
Primary data on subject responses were collected by the trainer
using an event recording procedure for each t r i a l .

Anecdotal notes

were also kept on motor and verbal responses during each training ses
sion.

Daily and weekly case notes were written by the primary trainer

and by other s ta ff regarding language displayed outside of training
sessions.
R e lia b ility data were collected by the investigator on both sub
je c t and train er behavior.

Subject behavior recordings were done in

the same manner as described above.

In order to avoid seeing the

tra in e r's data, the investigator stood at an angle th irty degrees from
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the front of the subject, on the side opposite the train er.

The in

vestigator did not converse with either the subjects or train er during
these sessions.

R e lia b ility observations were conducted in approxi

mately 60% of a ll training sessions.
Trainer R e lia b ility
Prior to the experiment the trainer was taught observational cod
ing to a r e lia b ilit y of 90%, or better, on each behavior that had
been operationally defined.

During the experiment r e lia b ilit y was

checked a fte r each observation by the investigator.

Agreements for

subject behavior recording were defined as each investigator coded t r ia l
matching corresponding tra in e r coded tr ia ls .

The computational formula

for observational agreement data was the following:

percent agreement

= jagreements/(agreements + disagreements)]x 100 (Bailey, 1977).

The

mean observational r e lia b ilit y for correct mands, incorrect mands, un
conventional mands, no verbal response, generic mands, and tacts were,
respectively:

98%, 95%, 89%, 99%, 100%, and 95% (see Appendix 4 for

a table of observational r e lia b ilit y data by subject and by response).
The data for methodological consistency of trainer behavior were
computed using the following formula:

percent correct = |( number of

trainer behaviors observed'- number of errors observed)/number of tra in 
er behaviors observedjx 100.

The mean of trainer consistency or per

cent correct for item use prompts, fixed-time limited hold, mand probe
and variable-time lim ited hold, variable-time ignoring, im itative
verbal prompts, and characteristic reinforcing were, respectively:
97%, 99%, 99%, 97%, 99%, and 100% (see Appendix 5 for a table of
i

I
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trainer consistency by subject and by response).
Experimental Design
The design used was a multiple baseline across subjects a
tings or stations (Hersen & Barlow, 1976).

A variation of thi

was added in that condition reversals were implemented permitt
equal number of training t r ia ls from day-to-day.

Maintaining

si stent number of daily t r ia ls might have helped reduce the ef-f
of massed practice as a confounding variable.

Condition rever

also permitted the experimenter to observe the subject's verba
sponses to each station a fte r language training had taken place
Experimental Conditions
Imitation tra in in g .

Approximately two months prior to th

dy, im itation training began and continued through the duratioi
study.

This training consisted of a modified version of a com

ly available program (S tr ie fe l, 1974).

The procedure used phy

prompts which were systematically faded to verbal prompts, whi
tative responses were strengthened and maintained with non-spe
reinforcem ent'(praise).

Modification of this package consiste<

addition of the words or signs associated with each item to be
at each training station, though the items were never present
this training.
Sequence tra in in g .

The next phase involved training subj

use the items at a ll four stations in a s e lf-in itia te d sequenc
chain of behaviors.

The procedure used non-specific reinforce
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(praise) and physical prompts which were faded to non-physical prompts
such as pointing or gesturing towards an item.

Physical prompts were

systematically faded or removed until the subjects used a ll items in
two stations.

The c rite ria for a subject to s h ift to a new condition

were a time lapse of three days between the la s t condition s h ift by
another subject and they could independently use a ll items in a pair
of sequences.
Baseline.

Subjects were treated during this phase for the pre

sence or absence of manding.

To introduce an establishing operation,

subjects were instructed to perform a sequence where an item normally
used in a sequence at a station was removed and hidden before the sub
je c t arrived for the session.

Items were hidden in d iffere n t spots

each day to avoid connections between location and missing items.
Subjects were allowed to s tart and continue the sequence at th e ir own
pace.

When they could go no further in the sequence because of the

absence of an item essential to continuing the sequence, and the es
tablishing operation was in e ffe c t, th e ir response was monitored.

If

the subject correctly manded the missing item within 10 seconds, s/he
was immediately given the item but not praised.

I f conventional mands

were not observed a fte r 10 seconds, the tra in e r asked, "What do you
want?"

I f the subject s t i l l failed to request the item, the trainer

waited 60 seconds before giving the missing item to the subject.

If

the subject made an incorrect response, the tra in e r turned her head. away
from the subject fo r 5-10 seconds and provided the missing object afte r
60 seconds.

C rite ria for shifting to the next condition were that a ll

items in each of two stations received at least one probe and a minimum
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of three days before or a fte r the condition s h ift of other subjects.
Mand train in g .

Sessions were conducted as in the baseline con

dition with the following changes.

I f the subject fa ile d to correctly

mand the missing item within the f ir s t 10 seconds, the train er provid
ed a mand probe ( e. g. , "what do you want?"), as in baseline.

However,

i f the subject did not respond within the next 10 seconds, the train er
provided a verbal im itative prompt ( e. g. , the name of the missing item).
I f the subject did not respond a fte r the im itative prompt, the tra in 
er turned away from the subject for 15-20 seconds.
had fa ile d to imitate the mand, the t r ia l ended.

I f the subject
The variable time

contingencies were used throughout the procedure in order to eliminate
time discriminations and, thus, strengthen quicker responding.
rect manding yielded the missing item.

Cor

I f the subject displayed an

unconventional or incorrect mand, the trainer turned away for 5-10
seconds and then gave the missing item to the subject.

Mand training

for untrained items began a fte r several days of correct, unprobed
manding had been observed on the previous items.

The-criterion for

moving to the next conditon was mastery of a ll items at a station.
Since only two stations were under training for a subject at any given
time, completion of a station led to verbal training on one of the
other remaining stations and a s h ift to the item access condition.
Item access.

During the item access condition a ll of the items

at a station were made available to the subject in order to complete
the chain.

Mo attempts were made to train item use nor prompt any

verbal responses.

The c rite rio n for moving from this condition was

demonstration of mands of a ll items found at a ll four stations.
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Booster tra in in g .

On the day following the completion of mand

trainin g, an establishing operation was used with each subject for
each of the four stations.

The procedure was the same as described in

the mand training condition except that each training item was changed
on a daily basis regardless of correctness.

Daily changes in the item

were done in order to help eliminate sequence effects which might have
been found as a result of the successive training of individual mands.
I f an independent mand was demonstrated, i t was considered learned and
was not selected again.

However, i f an error was made, or i f the sub

je c t required a mand probe to evoke the desired response, the response
was retrained and then reprobed several days la te r.

Training was con

tinued un til single day mastery was achieved for a ll training items.
Tacting te s t.

After each subject had learned to mand a ll items,

they were probed for the presence of tacting the same items.

Each

item previously manded was placed on a table, and each subject was
asked "What is this?", while the train er pointed to an individual item.
Tacts that occurred immediately after this probe were scored as inde
pendent tacts.

I f the subject fa ile d to respond, the tra in e r picked

up the item, offered i t to the subject, and asked "What is this?"

A

tact that occurred a fte r offering the item was scored as a tact/mand.
These tacts were p a rtia lly dependent on the relevant establishing
operation as well as the view of the item.

I f no response was made

after the probe, and im itative prompt was given.

Any instance of ta c t

ing, either independently or following a prompt or probe resulted in
non-specific praise and the item being replaced on the table.
items were tested in one day.

All

After the single test session, the
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subjects were allowed to complete each sequence as in the item access
condition.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
An acceptability rank for mand responses was computed for each
mand response (see key inserted in Figures 1 and 3 for Subjects 1 and
2, respectively).

These mand ranks are presented for both subjects

within each experimental condition, as well as the types of verbal
responses observed during each session.

Also presented are data show

ing percent correct tacts observed during a tacting test (see Figures
2 and 4 for Subjects 1 and 2, respectively).
Figure 1 presents Subject l's verbal performance.

During the

sequence training condition, no verbal or unconventional responses
were observed.

An unusual event occurred during the baseline condition

for this subject.

He correctly manded 2 'of the 4 missing items in the

coffee chain and 1 of the 4 items in the oatmeal chain.

During base

line for handwashing, he correctly manded a ll 3 items, while for toothbrushing, he manded 3 out of the 5 items.

In the training phase, his

rate of acquisition of new mands increased with each succeeding item
learned, with one exception:
the others.

"towel" took more t r ia ls to acquire than

Motor problems occurred, related to towel use, that is ,

not picking the towel up and wiping his hands or mouth during the
toothbrushing sequence and during concurrent toothbrushing sessions..
During the training phase, Subject 1 rapidly acquired the manding re
sponse.

In addition, though not trained as tacts, during session 59

and a fte r 26 mand training t r ia ls , he began to tact items found at the
21
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stations.

A fter ses—

■==►io n 59, he frequently tacted items at the cof1

and oatmeal s t a t i o n s ^ —
items.

He also begs»«fc=

t r ia ls , during sess-f
ing condition show f

_

bu t rarely tacted handwashing and toothbrushii
-mr t

emitting generative mands a fte r 17 mand tra il

o n

56.

^ i a t only 5 of 20 mands required a 1 day boostei

trainin g, and that
mands.

o f these 5 were in i t i a l l y scored as generate

(See A p p e n d 3 <

experimental c o n d i t v s E

Figure 2 shows, in tabular form, that Si

a l l mand training items.

Figure 3 rpprp« =

^ n t s verbal responses for Subject 2.
—

As with

-«=:pnn<;p<; were emitted by Subject 2 during the s

quence training cone
coffee and oatmeal ^

1 for a l i s t of verbal responses observed ac

o n s ).

je c t 1 tacted 80% o c.—

je c t 1, no verbal r t

Data during the mand test and booster ■

- f -tion.

Typical responses during baseline in t

equences, were non-verbal and unconventional.

During baseline w it i-------------------------the handwashing items, she demonstrated an eq
mixture of errors a*--------------- x d
with the t oot hbrush—
This may or may not

non-verbal unconventional responses.

Baseli

n g items was inadvertently dropped for Subject
h a v e been a serious methodological error as ea

training datum poin

serves as its own baseline probe.

nation that each da

The determ

point represented a probe was due to the or

of presentation of ----------- training procedure.
was always presente'—— ■ * = ^ 1

The establishing opera

f i r s t , then the mand probe followed a fte r a 1

second w ait.
Subject 2's n u a i^ ^ B ^ r - ^ r iiD e r of sessions to acquisition decreased durir
coffee and oatmeal s H c - ^ n a n d
brushing sequences,
increase.

Non-verl>—

training.

During the handwashing and toot

h e r number of sessions to acquisition seemed t
a

1 , unconventional respons.es dropped out early
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Figure 2
Subject l 's List of Tact Test Responses
Tacts
Percent Correct

Chain

Correct

Incorrect

' Coffee

Coffee
Water
Spoon
Sugar
Milk

Cup

83%

Oatmeal

Oatmeal
Spoon
Sugar
Milk

Bowl
Water

67%

Handwashing

Soap
Water
Towel

Toothbrushing

Brush
Water
Cup
Towel

100%

Paste

80%

Total = 80%
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baseline and were soon replaced by conventional, though incorrect,
signed mands.

These were soon replaced by correct mands.

Unlike Sub

je c t 1, she did not exhibit verbal responses during the item access
conditions, nor did she tact any items prior to the tact te s t.

During

the mand test and booster training phase, she required only a single
day of booster training fo r most mands except "water" and "milk" in
the coffee, oatmeal, and handwashing stations.

The error patterns for

these mands were to substitute "drink" for water, "water" for milk,
and "drink" and "water" fo r milk.

(See Appendix 2 for a l i s t of ver

bal responses observed across experimental conditions).

Figure 4 shows,

in tabular form, that Subject 2 tacted 35% of a ll mand training items.
Data fo r Subject 3 w ill not be presented.
a case of experimental m ortality.

Subject 3 represents

She broke her arm early during

sequence training which resulted in poor signing.

I t was also discov

ered, during the middle of the study, that she was exposed to multiple
drug effects which resulted in poor performance in train in g , missed ses
sions, dizziness, withdrawn behavior, and long sessions of sleeping.
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Figure 4
Subject 21s List of Tact Test Responses
Tacts
Chain

Correct

Incorrect

Coffee

Water
Sugar

Coffee
Cup
Spoon
Milk

Oatmeal

Spoon
Sugar
Milk

Oatmeal
Bowl
Water

33%

Soap
Water
Towel

Handwashing

Toothbrushing

Percent Correct

Brush
Water

Paste
Cup
Towel
Total = 35%
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
There are three important conclusions derived from this study.
F irs t, tact training is not necessary before mand training.

A com

bination of establishing operations ( i . e . , removing items necessary
to complete a chain of behaviors), im itative prompts and a verbal
model, and providing specific characteristic reinforcement ( i . e . ,
immediately giving the requested item to the subject) are sufficien t
conditions for training manding.

Second, i f manding is taught before

tacting, tacts may be demonstrated without trainin g.

F in a lly , the

item need not be present in order to teach manding.
Subject l's verbal gains were beyond expectations.

Exposure to

the relevant establishing operations evoked 2 correct mands on the
f i r s t day of baseline t r ia ls , events that one year of training had
not accomplished.

Exposure to 40 training tr ia ls ( i . e . , the relevant

establishing operation plus specific characteristic reinforcement
plus imitation and verbal model prompts) v/ere su ffic ie n t to train 20
mands.

Procedural problems, including the.use of vocal prompts in the

item chaining condition of the study along with the problem of con
current vocal imitation trainin g, may have enhanced his acquisition of
manding and tacting.

I t might be said that exposure to establishing

operations had a strong effect on a ll of his verbal behavior since no
verbal responses were observed prior to these exposures.

An alterna

tiv e interpretation, which might have equal v a lid ity , is that he did
28
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;o .

not speak because he had no reason to do
ing may have been manding items present,
tacting during the oatmeal and coffee s

Tacts during mand tra in -

The rela tiv e ly more frequent
* v j e n c e s ( i . e . , 78 tacts) as
d v/ash ing and toothbrushing

opposed to a low frequency during the hat
sequences ( i . e . , 10 ta c ts ), lends some s

-ength to the argument- that

a subject's tact responses would be at cr

aater strength when associat-

ed with appetitive- versus n o n -a p p e titiv e

sequences (e .g ., those asso-

ciated with the coffee sequence versus t

a toothbrushing sequence),

I t would seem that during the tact test

u b j e c t 1 had less reason to

tact than during the mand training condx

fc T o n s .

been p a rtia lly under the control of mancJ

Tacts may s t i l l have

conditions, but during the

tact test observations indicate that e a c

r~ *

tact probe before i t was demonstrated,

j t - f these verbal responses were

mands rather than tacts, then the re q u iir

E=?-ment of a tact probe indicates

that these mands were probably at low s-£

■r-*ength.

Data outside of language training s
and relatives indicate that there was a

n d

anecdotal reports by s ta ff

■e— a p id increase in his verbal
j e c t 1 began demonstrating

and motor s k ills at the center, a fte r S
tacting and manding during train in g .

verbal response required a

C;

notes indicate th at, during

an emergency, he walked down 4 flig h ts <
ing down.

These were two defective beh.

s ta irs , and described walk’ v i o r s that neither shaping and

fading nor systematic extinction of emo

onal responding were able to

solve in eight months.

motor and verbal gains gener-

In addition, hi

alized to other settings (e .g ., his mot

«

r

reports that he began making

th e ir coffee, his cereal and bag lunch,

- a s well as describing and ask-

ing for items required to make these).

~ T h e s e verbal gains may have
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been a function of learning to respond correctly to establishing opera
tions as they are ty p ic a lly presented in the natural environment.
Subject 2's verbal progress was consistent with projections.
However, an error which i n i t i a l l y occurred in training the coffee se
quence may have affected the results.

During mand training in the

coffee sequence, the train er mistaught "cup" as drink.

The effects

of this mi straining were observed during mand training for "cup,"
where the typical error was signing "drink" for cup; and in the boost
er sessions, where the typical error was signing using "drink" for
water.

Despite these problems, the demonstration of 21 mands and 7

tacts represents a substantial gain fo r Subject 2 who previously had
no conventional communication s k ills .
The control exerted by the establishing operation is more clear
ly demonstrated for Subject 2.

No verbal responses or unconventional

mands were evoked when the establishing operation was not present.
In addition, im itative prompts were necessary, at least once with
each sign, in order to tra in a signed mand.

Anecdotal records in d i

cate that some mands showed generality to settings other than mand
training sessions.

These were few in number and, generally, the mand

described the completed sequence ( i . e . , the four signs observed out
side of this session were:
brush")..

"coffee", "oatmeal", "wash", and "tooth

F in ally, both subjects appeared to remain enthusiastic while

the establishing operation was in effect but appeared to lose interest
when the items were merely present, as in the tact test.
A condensed analysis of the procedure suggests that i t works for
several types of non-verbal subjects.

Mand probes may enhance the
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generality of manding performance for subjects whose natural verbal
community includes members competent to mediate reinforcement.

Prior

training of verbal imitation is probably necessary, though the impor
tance of separate, concurrent training is not known.

A relevant es

tablishing operation may be the minimal requirement to evoke manding
in vocal, non-verbal subjects who have not previously talked without
prompting or exposure to deprivation states or aversive contingencies.
Combining relevant establishing operations, specific characteristic
reinforcement, and verbal imitation prompts is effective in strength
ening mands with items missing, and may result in untrained tactinq
and generic manding.
Future research might concentrate on replications of the two main
research questions in the study.

F irs t, can manding be taught imme

diately a fte r learning verbal imitation?

Second, w ill learning to mand

missing items be sufficien t to produce tacting?

The current research

generated several possible future research questions.

To what extent

does learning a mand control motor or other verbal behavior, as in
rule governed behavior?

Is there a variation in rate of acquisition

for mands learned in appetitive versus non-appetitive sequences?

What

are the specific effects of learning to mand on verbal imitation and
tacting?

F in ally, i f the behavioral definition of unconventional mands

was expanded to include other socially undesirable behavior (e .g ., s e lfinju ry, self-stim ulation, or physical and verbal aggression), would
learning conventional manding decrease the rate of socially undesirable,
unconventional mands? This la st question, i f answered, might provide •
a powerful new strategy to add to the response deceleration lite ra tu re ,
*
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and relieve behavioral technicians of the awesome ethical dilemma im
posed by the requirements of current deceleration technology ( i . e . ,
using aversive stimulation and deprivation states).
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FOOTNOTES
■'■"Complex language" may be described as the difference between
a less complex single sound versus a more complex string of sounds
( i . e . , a single versus a multiple syllable word).

A lternatively, "com

plex language" might not refer to the sounds themselves but how they
appear to be put together as in grammatical structure.

A third a lte r

native is that "complex language" might not refer to topographical
features, such as number of parts or in what order those parts appear,
but in how they function in changing the behavior of persons listening
to a speaker.
Webster (1976) defines "generative" as "having the power or func
tion of generating, originating, producing or reproducing.:

Linguis

tic theorists refer to this type of internal process or impetus ju s t
ifying "transformational grammar."

This author uses "generative" in

the sense of the environment external to the organism having a "func
tion of generating."

Further, these environmental events, or indepen

dant variables, might be changed to produce verbal changes in desired
directions, whatever the "dimensions of generality" might be (Johnston,
1979).
3

"Prompts" in this study refer to stimuli which direct the subject

to respond in a particular fashion.

"Probes" are stimuli which direct

the subject to respond, but do not t e ll what response is required.

For

a further discussion, see Skinner (1957), page 255.
4
For a thorough discussion of discriminative stimuli and stimulus
control, see Reynolds (1975).
5American Sign Language (Riekehof, 1963) was used as the basis
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for most manual signs taught.

Signs not available in textbooks were

topographically related to the item described.

For example, "oatmeal"

mimicked tearing open prepackaged enevelopes of oatmeal.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 represents verbal responses for Subject 1.

The graph

shows the acceptability rank of each mand response during each session;
the higher the number, the more acceptable the response was ranked.
Each rank indicates whether or not a response occurred before or a fte r
mand probes were given and the general acceptability of these responses
(see the key inserted on Figure 1 for a display of the ranking table
used).

The asterisks above each abscissa indicates that tacts occurred

at a given station during a given session (see Appendix 1 for a com
plete l i s t of verbal responses observed).
the mand being trained.

Upper case le tte rs indicate

Key to graph symbols:

(o)

previously demon

strated as a mand; ( • ) not previously demonstrated as a mand; and, (*•)
a ta c t(s ).

Key to mands:

(A) spoon; (B) sugar; (C) cup; (D) coffee;

(E) water; (F) bowl; (G) oatmeal; (H) milk; ( I) soap; (J) towel; (K)
brush; (L) paste; and, (M) cup.
Figure 2 is a table of correct and incorrect tacts demonstrated
during the tact test condition for subject 1.
Figure 3 represents verbal responses for Subject 2.

The graph

shows the acceptability rank of each mand response during each session;
the higher the number, the more acceptable the response was ranked.
Each rank indicates whether or not a response occurred before or a fte r
mand probes were given and the general acceptability of these responses
(see the key inserted on Figure 3 for a display of the ranking table
used; see Appendix 2 fo r a complete l i s t of verbal responses observed;
see Appendix 3 for a discription of subject 2's signed responses).
35
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Upper case letters indicate the mand being trained.
bols:

Key to graph sym

(o) previously demonstrated as a mand; ( • ) not previously demon

strated as a mand; and, (#*)

a ta c t(s ). Keyto mands:

(A) spoon; (B)

drink; (C) coffee; (D) milk:

(E) water; (F) sugar; (G) oatmeal; (H)

bowl; ( I ) soap; (J) wash: (K) towel; (L) brush; (M) paste; and, (N)
cup.
Figure 4 is a table of

correct and incorrect tacts observed during

the tact test condition for Subject 2.
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APPENDIX 1
Subject l's Table of Verbal Responses Observed
Across Experimental Conditions
Key:
A:
B:
C:
D:

Chains
Coffee
Oatmeal
Handwashing
Toothbrushing

IC:
BL:
TR:
MT/BT:
TT:
IA:

Session

Tacts

44
46
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Sugar (TR-B)

61
62
63
64

65

66
67

Sugar (TR-B)
Bowl (TR-B)
II
Water
II
Sugar
Spoon (TR-A)
II
Water
_ II
Sugar
II
Milk
Spoon (TR-A)
Water (TR-B)
II
Sugar
II
Milk
Water (TR-B)

Mands
Spoon (BL-A)
Water (BL-B)
Cup (BL-A)
Water (TR-B)
Water (TR-B)
Spoon (TR-A)
Spoon (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Spoon (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Coffee (TR-A)
Coffee (TR-A)
Water (TR-A)
Water (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Sugar (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Bowl (TR-B)
Sugar (TR-A)

Conditions
Item Chaining
Baseline
Training
Mand Test and
Booster Training
Tact Test
Item Access
Generative Mands

'Cup' (TR-B) for Bowl

Sugar (TR-A)

Bowl (TR-B)

Bowl (TR-B)
Soap (BL-C)
37
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APPENDIX 1
(continued)
Session

68

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

77
78
79
80
81
82

83

Tacts
Spoon
Sugar
Water
Water
Sugar
Towel
Brush
Spoon
Sugar
Spoon
Sugar

(TR-B)
"
(IA-A)
(TR-B)
"
(BL-C)
(BL-D)
(TR-B)
"
(TR-B)
"

Mands

Generative Mands

Brush (BL-D)
Water (BL-C)

Milk (TR-B)
Towel (BL-C)
Water (BL-D)
Milk (TR-B)

Coffee (IA-A)
Water
"
Sugar
"
Coffee (IA-A)
Water
"
Spoon (IA-A)
Sugar
"
Milk (IA-A)
Coffee (IA-A)
Sugar
"
Milk
Water (TR-B)
Spoon
"
Milk
Sugar (IA-A)
Milk
Milk (TR-B)
Sugar (IA-A)
Milk (TR-B)
Water (TR-B)
Milk
Sugar (IA-A)
Milk (IA-A)
Water (TR-B)
Milk
Milk (IA-A)
Water (TR-B)
Spoon
"
Sugar
"
Milk
Towel (IA-C)
Sugar ( IA-B)
Milk

Milk (TR-B)
Milk (TR-B)
Sugar (TR-B)

Sugar (TR-B)
Sugar (TR-B)
Towel (TR-D)
Spoon (TR-B)
Spoon (TR-B)
Towel (TR-D)

Towel (TR-D)
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APPENDIX 1
(continued)
Session

84
85
86

87
88

89
90

Towel
Brush
Water
Spoon
Milk
Water
Sugar
Brush
Sugar
Milk
Towel

(IA-C)
(TR-D)
(MT/BT-A)
(MT/BT-B)
(MT/BT-B)
"
(MT-D)
(MT/BT-B)
(MT/BT-D)

Spoon (MT/BT-A)
Water (MT/BT-B)
Milk
Sugar (MT/BT-A)
Spoon (MT/BT-B
Sugar
"
Milk
Towel (MT/BT-C
Cup (MT/BT-D)
Spoon (MT/BT-B)
Milk
Towel (MT/BT-D)
Sugar (MT/BT-A)
Milk
Water (MT/BT-B)
Towel (IA-C)

91
92

Mands

Generative Mands

Oatmeal (MT/BT-B)
Soap (MT/BT-C)
Brush MT/BT-D)
Cup (MT/BT-A)
Water (MT/BT-C)

'Tea' (MT/BT-A)
for Coffee

Tacts

Water (IA-A)
Water (MT/BT-B)
Sugar
"

Water (MT/BT-A)
Spoon (MT/BT-B)
Towel (MT/BT-C)
Cup (MT/BT-D)
Milk (MT/BT-A)
Sugar (MT/BT-B)
Water (MT/BT-D)
Spoon (MT/BT-A)

Sugar
Water
Paste
Coffe

(MT/BT-A)
(MT/BT-B)
(MT/BT-D)
(MT/BT-A)

'Cup' (MT/BT-B)
for Bowl
'Brush' (MT/BT-D) for Paste

lWdshr (MT/BT-D)
for Towel

'Wash' (MT/BT-D)
for Towel

Bowl (MT/BT-B)
Towel (MT/BT-D)
Milk (MT/BT-B)
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APPENDIX 2
Subject 2 1s Table of Verbal Responses Observed
Across Experimental Conditions
Key:
A:
B:
C:
D:

Chains
Coffee
Oatmeal
Handwashing
Toothbrushing

IC:
BL:
TR:
MT/BT:
TT:
IA:

Session
16
18
19
20

21

Tacts

Mands

'Drink' (TR-A) for
Coffee
'Drink' (TR-A) for
Coffee

27

31
34
35
38
39
40
43
44
50
51
54
55
56

Generative Mands

Spoon (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Spoon (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Spoon (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Spoon (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)

22

29
30

Conditions
Item Chaining
Baseline
Training
Mand Test and
Booster Training
Tact Test
Item Access

Coffee (TR-A)
Coffee (TR-A)
Water (TR-B)
Water (TR-B)
Sugar (TR-B)
Suaar (TR-B)
Milk (TR-A)
Oatmeal (TR-B)
Milk (TR-A)
Oatmeal (TR-B)
Milk (TR-B)
Water (TR-A)
Bowl (TR-B)
Sugar (TR-A)
Spoon (TR-B)
Wash (TR-C)
Wash (TR-C)
Water (TR-C)
Water (TR-C)
Brush (TR-D)
40
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APPENDIX 2
(continued)
Session
58
59
60
61
62
66
67
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
78
79
80
81
82
83

Tacts

Mands
Towel (TR-C)
Towel (TR-C)
Paste (TR-D)
Paste (TR-D)
Soap (TR-C)
Soap (TR-C)
Cup (TR-D)
Soap (TR-C)
Cup (TR-D)
Cup (TR-D)
Oatmeal (MT/BT-B)
Towel (MT/BT-C)
Brush (MT/BT-D)
Bowl (MT/BT-B)
Paste (MT/BT-D)
Sugar (MT/BT-A)
Cup (MT/BT-D)
Milk (MT/BT-A)
Sugar (MT/BT-B)
Coffee (MT/BT-A)
Spoon (MT/BT-B)
Water (MT/BT-D)
Water (MT/BT-B)
Water (MT/BT-B)
Towel (MT/BT-D)
Coffee (MT/BT-A)
Sugar (MT/BT-B)
Cup (MT/BT-A)
Soap (MT/BT-C)
Towel (MT/BT-D)
Spoon (MT/BT-A)

84

85
86

Gdherative Mands

Milk (MT/BT-B)

'Drink'
for
'Drink'
for
'Drink'
for
'Drink'
for
'Drink'
for
'Drink'
for
'Drink'
for

(MT/BT-A)
Water
(MT/BT-B)
Milk
(MT/BT-A)
Water
(MT/BT-B)
Milk
(MT/BT-C)
Water
(MT/BT-A)
Water
(MT/BT-C)
Water
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Session

APPEND

IX 2"

(conti

* je d )
Mands

Tacts

87

88

Wat&

(MT/BT-A)

Wate
Wat6

(MT/BT-C)
(MT/BT-C)

90
91
92

Generative Mands
'Drink1 (MT/BT-A)
fo r Water
■Drink' (MT/BT-C)
fo r Water
■Drink' (MT/BT-C)
for Water
■Wash' (MT/BT-C)
fo r Water

4
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APPENDIX 3
Subject 2 1s Sign Language Key and Descriptions
Key

Description

Component
Spoon

Tips of rig h t hand middle and index
fingers placed against le f t palm,
lifte d to lip s , and returned to
palm.

Drink

Right hand formed as in holding
a glass, then brought to the mouth
in a drinking motion.

Coffee

Both hands fis te d , with one placed
on top of other; top f is t makes c ir 
cular motion while maintaining con
tact with lower f is t .

D

Milk

Squeezing motion with le f t or rig ht
hand as i f milking a cow.

E

Water

Right or le f t hand forms a 1W' with
f ir s t three fingers and is raised
to lip s , index finger touches lip s ,
hand is then moved away and down
ward from mouth.

Sugar

Thumb, index, and middle finger of
le f t or rig ht hand touch lips then
cheek.

A

*0atmeal

Using right index and middle fingers
as a spoon, dip into le f t palm and
l i f t to lip s .

H

Bowl

Hands opened and cupped, palms up,
to form bowl-like shape.

I

Soap

Hands held straight and open, finger
tips of le f t hand moved downward
across right palm.

Wash

Hands held straight and open, palms
together, miving in circular motion
aaainst each other.

*Towel

Hands held straight and open, le f t
43
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APPENDIX 3
(continued)
Key

Component

Description
hand making a quick wiping motion
along open length of rig ht palm.
Same as "dry" in ASL

L

(Tooth) Brush

Left or rig h t index finger is moved
back and forth horizontally across
lips in a brushing fashion.

M

*(Tooth) Paste

Thumb and index finger of le f t hand
move from knuckle end to tip of
extended rig h t index finger.

N

Cup

Left hand held in a cuplike posi
tion in open rig ht palm.

*note: asterisked items are those which are topographically derived;
they mimick the response required in the use of the items.
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APPENDIX 5
Table of Percent Correct Trainer Behavior
Totals

Subject 1

Subject 2

Item use prompts

95% (210/220)

98% (216/220)

97%

Fixed-time lim ited hold

99% (83/84)

99% (157/158)

99%

Mand probe and variablel:ime lim ited hold

100% (33/33) '

99% (83/84)

99%

Variable-time ignoring

94% (33/35)

99% (83/84)

97%

Im itative verbal prompts

97% (32/33)

100% (84/84)

99%

Character!* s ti c rei nforci nq ■

100% (110/110)

100% (158/158)

100%
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APPENDIX 4
Table of Observational R e lia b ility Scores
by Subject and Response
Subject 1

Subject 2

Total

Correct Mands

100% (50/50)

100% (44/46

98%

Incorrect Mands

90% (19/21)

97% (61/63)

95%

Unconventional Mands

100% (1/1)

89% (16/18)

89%

No Verbal Responses

99% (136/138)

100% (132/132)

99%

Generic Mands

100% (3/3)

100% (13/13)

100%

Tacts

94% (49/52)

100% (7/7)

95%

45
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